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The Issue
For every new affordable housing unit created in Canada between 2011 and 2021, ten
affordable homes were lost.  Canada is losing its existing affordable rental stock via processes
of “renoviction,” (evicting tenants to renovate and then hiking the rent) “demoviction,”
(demolishing affordable buildings for redevelopment to achieve higher densities), and the
filtering up of affordable housing to affluent households.  Further weakening the affordable
guardrails are measures such as Bill 97 in Ontario, which removes previous rental
replacement policies that required developers to deliver the same number of affordable units
as they demolished.  Short-term rentals can also accelerate the loss of affordable rental units.
More efforts directed at preservation, such as acquiring affordable housing at risk of
financialization or gentrification and retrofitting existing units, would help to address the
affordability crisis in the long term.  
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Financialization of housing disproportionately impacts racialized people and low-
income households 

Processes of new apartment construction, upward filtering, renovations and demolitions
have clear equity implications, with disproportionate impact on racialized people and
households who are economically disenfranchised.  Compounding the issues is the fact that
many older apartment towers and complexes suffer from aging materials and systems costly
to repair or replace, and high GHG emissions due to significant energy consumption,  
suggesting a need not just for preservation but for deep retrofits.  
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Research and Findings
Acquisition strategies preserve affordable rental housing

Retrofitting existing housing provides a green alternative to demolition 

To preserve and protect affordable rental supply, acquisition strategies put affordable older
apartment complexes in the hands of agencies that promise to keep the rents low – in other
words, “buy instead of build.”   Examples of this strategy have already begun to emerge
across Canada. British Columbia recently announced $500 million in rental protection funds
to help First Nations, co-operatives, community land trusts and not-for-profit groups buy
older rental buildings to preserve them as low-cost rental housing, and to replace them when
in poor state of repair while protecting tenants.  In Halifax, a private company is buying up
affordable housing properties to renovate and maintain affordability as well as increase
security for current tenants, in a business model predicated on the fact that there is
tremendous demand for more affordable rental. By engaging tenants in community building
and offering employment to help with repairs and upgrades tenants are incentivized to care
for the property with a long-term view of rental security.  
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On the sustainability and preservation side, experts such as those at the Pacific Institute of
Climate Solutions at the University of Victoria present evidence supporting retrofits and
preserving affordable housing and embodied carbon alternatives.  On the building
performance and climate side, the new Deep Retrofit Accelerator Initiative from the federal
government offers significant funding for deep retrofits for mid-rise and high-rise residential
buildings.  
 
Strategies are already in place to evaluate and improve the existing supply of older
apartments. Organizations and local governments across Canada offer programs such as the
City of Toronto’s “Taking Action on Tower Renewal” to help private rental building owners
assess their properties, plan for energy retrofits and evaluate results. Many other agencies
(ex. Canada Infrastructure Bank, Green Communities Canada, Pembina Institute, TRCA) are
working on parallel decarbonization and retrofit strategies.  
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Just like conservation is the first step to building an energy supply mix, we must look at
preservation of existing rental stock in buildings that offer rents on the lower end of the
market as an important supply strategy. Comparing affordability and suitability (i.e., size and
number of bedrooms), preserving existing stock is a faster and more secure way of ensuring
affordable supply, particularly given the precarity of rental replacement policies.  
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Strong rental replacement policies are required

In some cases, it may be more efficient to replace older buildings with new housing to higher
standards. However, much of this stock is worthy of preservation and without adequate
protection, units will be lost in our housing supply faster than they can be replaced due to
development pressures and financial investment. To this effect, stronger replacement
policies can serve to both replace affordable homes and deter the loss of these homes in the
first place.10

Conclusion
Without preservation strategies, Canada will continue to lose more affordable
housing than it builds



Top recommendations in the National Task Force on Housing and
Climate’s Blueprint for More and Better Homes include:

Protect lower-rent market housing through an acquisition
program that empowers community land trusts, non-profits,
co-operatives and municipal agencies to acquire and preserve
existing lower rent market housing at risk of being bought by
investment companies. The acquisition program could help
purchase existing rental housing projects and hotels and
facilitate office-to-residential conversions. (Federal) 

Create a federal acquisition fund and various tax tools to help
non-profits, co-ops and municipalities acquire and protect
lower-rent market housing at risk of financialization, upward
filtering and renovictions. (Federal) 

Financing to upgrade the existing housing stock to make it
more accessible, climate friendly and energy efficient. (Federal) 

Preservation of existing community and supportive housing
beyond the edge of mortgage expirations and capital repairs
for aging buildings. (Provincial) 
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Key Recommendations for Preservation by
the Task Force for Housing and Climate
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